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(C)
spring off

conviction

the latter

persuasion

traditional

attain

content

dare to

i.e.

b��Vc#A1
f�AK,>�
*�M�c	�
f�AK,>�
�OA	�

L,��:��1
Y[-Z

6F������0-1
g�A�hi�6F��YF�

the former

vocation

will

mental

evidence

objectivity

form

enable

embrace

C�F>�
[��	�

*j��G+�k�D��G1
�O�	�
:�	�	�

*��[�l[��
:4�N
b4m
VA-�1
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(C)

(D)

witness

fear of Allah

devotion


�������

golden

restored

created

busy

kneeling

over-crowdedness

point

forgive

���G;
���*��GQ
I%�Q,�
*�$�U;
*�#&a
/��-��,�
VQ

�?�GA+
f[7�
��vE
*)OM
�5?1

piousness

humility

truthfulness

represent

chance

pure

chaste

circumambulating

prostrating

The highest

earnest

grant

Y[O-	�
9�l�[;
w��%
:c�
*�%�2
�&�(
x�5�
y�[)	�
/[0��
��F>�
�/�]
rAm

���
��	
tomb
mosque

�[�MF���+��a,�
TK

�0��+

farewell
the Prophet
except

f�/[	�
�#A	�
����+
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Unit Five

Pilgrimage
(A)

(B)

grant

neonatal

altogether

luminous

revelations

males

nationalities

all corners

quarter

rAm

�1�]�/��h�I%�Q

*�7

*�M��[M

'��z

�[7a

'����A]

6�7�F���o���

6�4+

accepted

status

crowned

haloes

millions

females

countries

blessed

mounted

��T+

*	�v

�][-+

'>�&

�1�+

{�M,�

6��"

*7��#+

�+��l�:7���

meeting

brotherhood

������

sympathize

The Holy Mosque

f��-],�

�[QF�

��v[+

x(��-1

��� ���0����

pilgrims

manifested

members

care for

|�0 �
��J;
D��U�F�
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Unit Four

Fasting
(A)

(B)

abstention
compulsory
pious
abstain
spiritually
intentions
gate
resurrection

f�A-+,�
Y��#],�
�O;
9A-m
��v��
�1�[M
��"
s�#	�

displeases  
the faithful
observe
well-satiated
vitalized
deeds
observe

q�U?1
�A+d[��

���t2�$1
��]�6��#�N
*�G�A+
C���F�
tv�1

namely

revealed

������	�


recitation

mediate

YF�

�v�F�

�;[	��L��	

���;

95�G1

the Holy Quran
centuries
adhere to
hopeful

}�4	��6
��O	�
6��K

�"�~���-1
:+F>�"�\�5+
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Unit Three
Zakat

(The Poor Dues)
(A)

(B)

solidarity

affability

the poor

prescribed

wealth

b+��U-	�

/[	�

D��O5	�

*�l��5+

���p

security
the rich
the needy
shares

b+F>�
D�1�pF>�
6[]�-$��
*#��MF�

considerably

protection

readily

loss

destruction

joy

deliberately

extend

3#7���O"
*1��v
6�����
�����Q
��+/
`�2
����
�m

important
pay
insured
damage
consequently
satisfaction
express

��&
�;d[1

�����b+d[+
x;

\p�b+�
��l�
T�1
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Crop Zakat
hatred
overcome
develop
hearts
fasting
dawn
souls
train
the weak
lead to
break the fast
prescribed

f��<	����7E
IU?#	�

�����UO;
��A1
�[K
�����	�
�05	�
`���F�
���;

D�5��U	�
L,��Y/d[1
�)51

Il��5+

protect
spleen
affability
everywhere
the faithful
abstention
sunset
purify
pity
pure
anger
provided that
make up

���
�O �
/[	�

6�4+�:7��2
6[A+d[��
f�A-+�
��?��
��);
�"�yF��1
�&�(
q�U�

6F��*)1��N
��UO1

Pilgrimage

humility

implied in

solemn

gratitude

reward

paradise

����������

performing

newly born

community

@ �
9�l�[;

�2�*A��U-+
*�]���*#��+

6�A-+,�
D�<]
*A��
�1/�+
D�/F�

�/>[	��s1�v
9�-0��

purity

faith

express


�������

reverence

accepted

physically

capable of

request

effective

����(

6�m,�

T�1

*�$�U;

*"��+

��T+

��M�"

����/�K

q)1

�pd[+

(D)
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Unit One
The Five Pillars of Islam

(A)

(B)

(C)

religion
interrelated
considerably
������
testify
rights
related to
doctrine
revealed

performance
link
Glory be to Him
Ablution
�����������
internal
sins
pure
forgive

3#7�b1/
��A�"����2�*��-+

��O"
�v[+
���G1
w[Ov

RRRR��"�*��-+
���O�
�v�F�

*+�K,�
*�%

L��;���M�$#��
D[�l[	�
3�);
�Q�/
�[Ma
�&�(
�5?1

pillars
essential
cemented
structure
Apostle
duties
Monotheism
Almighty
The Holy Quran

Prayer
worshipping
preceded
external
consideration
minor
cleared away
major sins
repentance

6�7�F�
*1�&[]
~����-+
q�7�;
C[���
'�#]��
��v[-	�
�1�O	�

}�4	��6
��O	�

����	�
�"��	�
*K[#��+
�]��Q
��#-��
�3?�%
C�<;
�o�#7

Poor Dues
different

��7<	�
*5-.

include
types
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Glossary
English - Arabic by Units
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1- Spoken Language
(1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:

II - Writing
2) Write a ten-line paragraph on :

are clearly shown.

You may expand the following ideas to form the para-
graph:

Abdul-Salam

Abdul-Kareem

Abdul-Salam
Abdul-Kareem
Abdul-Salam

Abdul-Kareem

Abdul-Salam
Abdul-Kareem
Abdul-Salam
Abdul-Kareem
Abdul-Salam
Abdul-Kareem

:  It’s thoughtful of Muslims to know their reli-
gion well.

: Yes, it’s thoughtful of them to understand the 
teachings of Islam.
What a great religion!
It is the religion of peace, right, ........ (1) ............
It is through tolerance that greatness and unique- 
ness of Islam are clearly shown.
You’re right, it is through tolerance that the es- 
sence of Islam is .............. (2) .............
.............. (3) ............. is the essence of Islam?
It is peace that we Muslims care for.
That is why we should call for Islam.
It should be called for through ........... (4) ........
There should be no .................... (5) ...........
You’re right. It is contradictory to Islam.

Azhar press
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tolerance
justice
freedom
greatness
seek
objectively
circle

peace
fraternity
dignity
uniqueness
preachers
hence
guidance

right
equality
moderation
followers
preaching
welcome
win

(B)

of  Islam as the religion of peace, right, justice, 
fraternity, equality, freedom, dignity, moderation 

and uniqueness «Tafarrud» of Islam are so clearly  
shown that followers of the other religions seek to 
know more and more about Islam. Such tolerance leads preachers
to deal with preaching objectively and hence those who seek 
knowledge about Islam are welcomed into the circle of light and 
guidance till such light and such guidance may enter their hearts 
and Islam wins new pure hearts and the new pure hearts win a path 
to paradise.
Answer the following questions :

a) What has tolerance shown?
b)  How do greatness and uniqueness of Islam affect the followers 

of the other religions?
c) How should preachers deal with preaching?
d) What enters the hearts of Islam seekers?
e) What do the new pure hearts win?

Azhar press
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 1- Spoken Language

(1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:

II - Writing
2) Write a ten-line paragraph on :

Allah (Glory be to Him) grants those who perform accepted 
Pilgrimage a neonatal status.

You may expand the following ideas to form the paragraph:
$����	����	���
�������������������
���
*   The pilgrims’ neonatal status as a reward from Allah (Glory 

be to Him)

Mohsin

Hamdy

Mohsin
Hamdy
Mohsin
Hamdy
Mohsin

Hamdy

Mohsin

Hamdy

:   Praise be to Allah, l’ve been able to perform Pilgrimage 
this year.

:  Yes, Praise be to Allah, l’ve been able to perform it, 
too.

%���&
������������������'+����������#��
�&�����
: Yes, it is.
: We have to attend congregational prayers in ...... (2) .......
: Yes, we have to.
:  Millions of .......... (3) ......... have come from all corners 

of the world.
:  You’re right. But the highest point of ..... (4) ..... will be 

on the ninth of Zulhijjah.
:  We have to perform morep prayers in the Holy Mosque 

in Blessed Mecca.
Yes, we have to ; since the prayer in the Holy Mosque 
equals .......... (5) ............

Azhar press
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���
��	
prophet

farewell
mosque

tomb
except

(D)

Finishing Pilgrimage, pilgrims go to  Blessed 
Ka’ba   to  perform   farewell  circumambulating 
«TaWaf Al-Wada’», then they go to Medina «Al-
Madina  Al-Munarwwarah» to visit the tomb of 
Apostle  Muhammad  (Peace be upon him) taking 
into co nsid eration that Pr ayer in the  Pro ph

 Mosque is better than a thousand prayers except in the Holy  
Mosque in Blessed Mecca.

Answer the following questions :
a) Where do pilgrims go to perform farewell circumambulating?
b) What do they do afterwards? Why?
c) How much is the prayer in the Prophet’s Mosque in reward?
d)   How much is the prayer in the Holy Mosque in Blessed Mecca 

in reward?
e)  Where   was   Prophet   Muhammad   (Peace   be   upon   him)  

buried?

Azhar press
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(C)

Days   of  Pilgrimage   witness   the   season  of 
piousness,   fear    of   Allah,   humility   to   Allah, 
��������#����������

�����
����������/���������
����
a  golden chance for every Muslim to have himself 
restored to himself as pure as  he  was   created  and 
as chaste as   he  came  to  life. Thus  pilgrims   keep 

themselves busy in circumambulating “Tawaf” round Blessed 
Ka’ba, kneeling, prostrating in solemn prayers and completing
rituals of Pilgrimage. The over-crowdedness reaches its highest 
point on the ninth of Zulhijjah on Arafat. Muslims address their 
accepted earnest prayers to Allah (Glory be to Him) to forgive 
them and grant them the greatest reward.

Answer the following questions :
a) What do the days of Pilgrimage witness?
b) Does every Muslim seize the chance of Pilgrimage days? Why?
c) How do pilgrims keep themselves busy?
d) When does over-crowdedness reach its highest point?
e) Why do Muslims address their prayers to Allah?

witness
humility

�������
chance
created
circumambulating
over-crowdedness
earnest

piousness
devotion
represent
restored
chaste
kneeling
highest
forgive

fear of Allah
truthfulness
golden
pure
busy
prostrating
point
grant
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meeting
manifested
sympathize

pilgrims
������
care for

brotherhood
members
the Holy Mosque

(B)

It is through the meeting of millions of pilgrims 
that the Muslim brotherhood is clearly manifested 
to  show that all Muslims of the world are but one 
������� � �������<�
��������
�
������=��<���
one another, help one another and care for one 
another. It is well-known by all Muslims that Prayer in the Holy 
Mosque in Blessed Mecca equals one hundred thousand prayers.

Answer the following questions :
a) What manifests the Muslim brotherhood?
b) What does the Muslim brotherhood show?
c)  How do the members of the greater Muslim family deal with     

one another?
d) What do all Muslims know well?
e)  Does Prayer in the Holy Mosque in Blessed Mecca equal     

one prayer?
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Unit Five

Pilgrimage
(A)

���	����	���
�������������������
�����/�
��������
is the pillar through which Allah (Glory be to Him) 
grants those who perform accepted Pilgrimage a 
neonatal status having their sins forgiven altogether 
crowned with luminous haloes of the faithful after 

Allah’s revelations on the Day of Arafat.

Millions of Muslims, males and females, of different nationalities,  
from different countries and from all corners of the world go to 
Blessed Mecca every year to perform Pilgrimage. They come from 
every quarter near and far on foot and mounted.

Answer the following questions :
��������
�������������������
����
b) What do pilgrims acquire? Why?
c)  How do A1lah’s revelations on the Day of Arafat affect the  

faithful?
d) Who goes to Blessed Mecca every year? Why?
e) Who forgives the pilgrims’ sins?

grant
status
luminous
millions
nationalities
blesses

accepted
altogether
haloes
males
countries
quarter

neonatal
crowned
revelations
females
all corners
mounted
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III - Structure & Vocabulary
3) Fill in the spaces :

a) ................ is the fourth pillar of Islam.
b)  Fasting is ........ from eating and drinking etc. from dawn to      

sunset.
c)  ............. is a Gate in paradise through which the faithful will     

enter on the Day of Resurrection.
���������������������� <�
� ��������� ��� >"�� @���� ��	�J� ����� ��������

fourteen centuries ago.
e)  ................ and ................. will mediate for the faithful on the     

Day of Resurrection.

IV - Translation

4) Translate the following into Arabic :
Although the faithful abstain from eating and drinking from 

dawn to sunset, they get well-satiated spiritually.

5) Translate the following into English :
R�6��U+��b+��Q��F d[�����

Azhar press
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             1- Spoken Language

(1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:
Mahdy : What must we abstain from in Ramadan?
Rushdy : ...................... (1) ......................
Mahdy  :  It’s not only abstention from eating and drinking from 

dawn to sunset.
Rushdy : I know. I also know that it’s abstention from doing
  ..................... (2) ......................
Mahdy  : I do agree with you. This is the real sense of ...... (3)...
Rushdy :  What should we do other than Fasting and performing 

Prayers? 
Mahdy  : ...................... (4) .....................  the Holy Quran.
Rushdy :  Do you know that both Fasting and the Holy Quran will  

mediate for the faithful on the Day of Resurrection?
Mahdy  : Yes ,...................... (5) ......................
Rushdy : May Allah accept our Fasting.
Mahdy  : Amen.

II - Writing
2) Write a ten-line paragraph on :

Fasting has been made compulsory for the faithful so that they 
may be pious.

The following guiding words may help you to form the 
paragraph:

(Fasting - the fourth pillar of Islam - abstention from - eating 
- drinking - observe - Fasting - obey - fear - Allah -pure - hearts - 
win - pleasure - Allah - piousness - aim - faith - the faithful) 

Azhar press
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In Ramadan, there is a night that is  better   than   
one thousand    months   ( eighty-three   years   and   
����� ����
�� ���� �
� ������� >"�N@���� ��	�J� ����
which  the  Holy  Quran was revealed more than  
fourteen centuries ago. The faithful have to search  
����������	��������������	�
���������
���������
�����O��������
The Faithful who adhere to Fasting and the recitation of the Holy 
Quran get pleased and hopeful when they know that both Fasting 
and the Holy Quran will mediate for the faithful on the Day of 
Resurrection.

Answer the following questions :
a) Which night is better than one thousand months?
b) When was the Holy Quran revealed?
c)  What do the faithful have to do during the last ten days  of      

Ramadan?
d) What do the faithful do in Ramadan?
e)  What   will   mediate   for   the   faithful  on   the   Day   of      

Resurrection?

namely
centuries
recitation

the Holy Quran
���������	�

hopeful

revealed
adhere to
mediate

(B)
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Unit Four
Fasting

(A)

X�
���	� �
� ��� ���������������� �
��������������
is it the abstention from eating and drinking from 
dawn to sunset but it is also the abstention from 
doing all that displeases Allah. Fasting has been 
made compulsory for the faithful so that they may 

be pious. The better they observe Fasting, the purer their hearts get. 
Although they abstain from eating and drinking from dawn to sun-
set, they get well-satiated spiritually. It is high time for the faithful 
in Ramadan to have their hearts fed and their souls vitalized to get 
closer to paradise with good intentions, words and deeds.

Moreover, there is a Gate in paradise called «Arrayyan» and 
those  who  observe  Fasting will enter through it on the Day of 
Resurrection and none except them will enter through it.
Answer the following questions :

a) What is the fourth pillar of Islam?
b) Is Fasting mere abstention from eating and drinking etc. from
dawn to sunset?
c) Why has Fasting been made compulsory for the faithful?
d) What do the faithful do in Ramadan to get closer to paradise?
e) Who will enter through «Arrayyan Gate»?

abstention
the faithful
abstain
vitalized
gate

displeases
pious
well-satiated
intentions
observe

compulsory
spiritually
deeds
resurrection
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    III - Structure & Vocabulary
3) Fill in the spaces :

a) Zakat is ................ of Islam.
b)  The poor and the needy have ............. in the wealth and crops 

of the rich.
c) Zakat provides .............. with protection.
d) The rich show ............. faces and extend ......... hands.
e)  It is through .............. that the rich win the hearts of the poor     

and the needy.

IV - Translation

4) Translate the following into Arabic :
Zakat is the third pillar of Islam. Solidarity, security and affa-

bility are clearly shown in the Muslim community through Zakat 
with its different types.

5) Translate the following into English :
RD�1�pF>��f��E��C�[+F���2�*#��MF���]�-$����D��O5	
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 1- Spoken Language

(1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:
Magdy : What’s the third pillar of Islam?
Preacher : ...................... (1) ......................
Magdy : Who must pay Zakat?
Preacher : ...................... (2) ......................
Magdy : To whom must a Muslim pay Zakat?
Preacher : ...................... (3) ......................
Magdy :  Do they have their prescribed shares in the wealth and  

crops of the rich?
Preacher : ...................... (4) ......................
Magdy : Do the rich lose by doing so?
Preacher : ...................... (5) ......................
Magdy : Do you mean that they ......... (6) ................ ?
Preacher :  Yes, they gain protection for their wealth and crops 

and the Pleasure of Allah (Glory be to Him).

II - Writing
2) Write a ten-line paragraph on :

Zakat
You may use the following guiding  and phrases  
to form the paragraph :

(the third pillar - Islam - show - solidarity - security - affabil-
ity - Muslim - community - the rich - aim at -  - Pleasure  
of Allah  - hearts - the poor - the needy - wealth - crops - insured 
- protected - loss - damage - destruction - Blesses of Allah)

Azhar press
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considerably

loss

consequently

deliberately

important

readily

damage

joy

express

protection

insured

destruction

satisfaction

extend

(B)

Besides   being  a  considerably  important  pillar 
of  Islam, Zakat  provides  wealth  and crops with 
protection.  All   those  who  pay   Zakat   (The  Poor 
Dues) for their wealth  and  crops  have  them  readily 
insured against loss, damage and destruction. On the 
other hand, the poor and the needy have their prescribed shares and 
���
�\��������������������
����������<���]�������
���
��������
and deliberately express their best wishes for the rich who show 
kind faces and extend helpful hands.

Answer the following questions :
a) What does Zakat provide wealth and crops with?
b) How do Zakat payers have their wealth and crops insured?
������������������������������	�������
�������
���
����
d) What do the poor and the needy express?
e)  Why do the poor and the needy express their best wishes for      

the rich?

Azhar press
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Unit Three

Zakat

(The Poor Dues)

(A)

Zakat is the third pillar of Islam. Solidarity, security and affa-
bility are clearly shown in the Muslim community through Zakat 
with its different types. It is through Zakat that the rich win the 
hearts of the poor and the needy who have their prescribed shares 
in the wealth and crops of the rich.

Answer the following questions :
a) What is the third pillar of Islam?
b)  What shows solidarity, security and affability in the Muslim       

community?
c)  How do the rich win the hearts of the poor and the needy?
d) What do the poor and the needy get? 
e) Is Zakat essential? Why?

solidarity

the rich

prescribed

security

the poor

shares

affability

the needy

wealth
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e) How many times does a Muslim perform
    Prayer every day?
���^�������������������������
��������
���
    numbers of rak’as?
g) Why are prayers performed by Muslims?
h) How many are the daily Prayers in reward?

III - Structure & Vocabulary
3) Fill in the spaces :

a) A Muslim gets .......... fuel from Prayer.
b) Solemn rituals of the Prayer rite keep a Muslim in ........
     protection.
���"�_�
������
�����������������������������
�������
d) Prayers are performed by Muslims as ...... to achieve internal
    and external purity.
���������
����������������
��������������������������\�����������
    reward.

IV - Translation
4) Translate the following into Arabic :

Solemn rituals of  the Prayer  rite keep a  Muslim in  heavenly 
protection that never comes to an end as long as a Muslim adheres to 
keeping Allah in remembrance.

5) Translate the following into English :
R*�]��8���*�Q��	���;���)	��V�O$-	�*�+[�	��I��8��'�[��	��6[������\�O1
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               1- Spoken Language
(1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:

Mona : How many times should I peform Prayers every day?
Mother : ...................... (1) ......................
Mona� %�"����������������<����
Mother� %���#�����������������������'`������������������������
Mona : Are Prayers the same in rak’as?
Mother : ���#�������������������'{������������������	��	�������<����������
Mona : What ab ut Dawn Prayer?
Mother : It has two rak’as.
Mona : Which prayer has three rak’as?
Mother : ...................... (4) ......................
Mona : ...................... (5) ......................?
Mother� %�/��&��������������#�"����������������������	���

     Prayer.
Mona      : Thank you very much mother.
Mother    : Thanks be to Allah (Glory be to Him).

II - Writing
2) Write a ten-line paragraph on :

Prayer
The answers of the following questions may help you 
to form the paragraph:

a) What  is the second pillar of Islam ?
b) What kind of fuel does a Muslim get from Prayer?
c) What is the link between a Muslim and Allah (Glory be to Him)?
d) What keeps a Muslim in heavenly protection?

Azhar press
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Answer the following questions :
a) How many times does a Muslim perform
Prayer every day?
b) How many rak’as are there in Dawn Prayer?
���|�<��������}&�
����
����������������
�
�����
������������������
�������������������
������������������
����������	���������

(C)
Prayers are performed by Muslims as a means to achieve

internal and external purity. The better the Prayers, the closer to 
"�����������
����������������
��������������~����� �����\����
����������<����

Answer the following questions :
a) Why are Prayers performed by Muslims?
b)   What does a Muslim do to achieve internal and external
 purity?
c) What will happen if a Muslim performs his Prayers better?
d) How many are the daily Prayers in number?
e) How many are the daily Prayers in reward?

Azhar press
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Unit Two
Prayer

(A)

Prayer is the second pillar of Islam providing a  Muslim with 
a spiritual fuel since it is the link between him and Allah. Solemn 
rituals of the Prayer rite keep a Muslim in a heavenly protection 
that never comes to an end as long as a Muslim adheres to keeping 
Allah in remembrance.

Answer the following questions :
a) What is the second pillar of Islam?
b) What kind of fuel does a Muslim get from prayers?
c) What is the link between a Muslim and Allah?
d) What keeps a Muslim in heavenly protection?
e) Why does a Muslim keep Allah in remembrance?

(B)

"�_�
������
�������������������������
������������������
�
of rak’as vary from one Prayer to another. A Muslim performs two 
��}&�
�����^�<��������#��������}&�
����������������#��������}&�
�
for Afternoon Prayer, three rak’ as for Sunset Prayer and four rak’ as 
������	���������

providing
link
heavenly
adhere to

spiritual
rituals
protection
keeping

fuel
rite
as long as
remembrance

perform
�����������
��	��������

vary 
Afternoon Prayer
prayers

Dawn Prayer
Sunset Prayer 
��������
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"
� �������	����	�#� ��� �
� ���������������������#�
Prayer, humility and faith are implied in
����	����	���_�
���
����
������
�������������

�
their gratitude and reverence to Allah (Glory be to 
Him). The only reward for the accepted Pilgrimage 
�
�p�����
����/�
��<���������
���������������������������������
performing Pilgrimage are only requested to perform this pillar. A 
Muslim never forgets that the accepted Pilgrimage will make him 
as a newly born Muslim.

����
�����	��������������
�����
����������_�
����������
���
true Muslim to play an effective role in the Muslim community.

Answer the following questions :
��������
�������������������
����
b) What is the only reward for the accepted Pilgrimage?
c) Who should perform the pillar of Pilgrimage?
d) How can a Muslim become as a newly born Muslim?
e) How does a Muslim become a true Muslim?

Pilgrimage
faith
solemn
reverence
paradise
capable of
newly born

purity
implied in

�������
reward
physically
performing
effective

humility
express
gratitude
accepted
����������
request
ommunity

(D)
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As for the third pillar, it is «Zakat» (Poor Dues) 
including the different types of Zakat ; Zakat-Al- Fitr, 
Money Zakat, Crop Zakat,...etc. It is through Zakat 
that money and crops,... etc. are protected, hatred and 
spleen are overcome and love and affability are de-
�������������������������
���������������

Fasting is the fourth pillar. It is the abstention from eating and 
drinking ,...etc. from dawn to sunset. It is through Fasting that souls 
����������������_�
���
�������������������}��������	������������
weak and pure enough to be away from all that leads to the anger of Allah. But  

vided that the prescribed number should be made up from days later.

Answer the following questions :
a) What is the third pillar of Islam?
b) What are the various kinds of Zakat?
c) What does Zakat result in?
d) What is the fourth pillar of Islam?
e) How does a Muslim become pure?
f) What does a Muslim do if he is sick or on a journey?

Poor Dues
types
hatred
affability
hearts
abstention
souls
pity
lead to
provided that

include
Crop Zakat
spleen
develop
faithful
dawn
pu ify
the weak
anger
prescribed

different
protect
overcome
everywhere
Fasting
sunset
train
pure
break the fast
make up

(C)
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Unit One
The Five Pillars of Islam

(A)

/������	��������
�����
�������������������������-
lars which are interrelated and which are greatly es-
sential for a Muslim to be a true Muslim. Each pillar 
serves a considerably important aspect in a Muslim’s 
�������������������
����������������������������
����-
ture of a Muslim.

 �/����
�������������
�����
������
���������������
����	�������
Allah and Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah.  This is the most 

means, the doctrine that there is only One God. A Muslim must 
believe in Allah , the One and must believe that Muhammad is 
the Apostle of Allah to whom Almighty Allah revealed the Holy 
Quran.
Answer the following questions :

a) What has Islam been built upon?
��������
������
�������������
����
c) What is related to monotheism?
d) What is monotheism?
e) Who did Almighty Allah reveal the Holy Quran to?

religion
essential
������
Apostle
related to
Almighty

pillars
considerably
structure
rights
monotheism
revealed

interrelated
cemented
testify
duties
doctrine
the Holy Quran
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Preface

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds, and 
blessings and peace be upon the Master of 
the Apostles, his family and companions.

It has long been thought to have Islamic Selections for 
Al-Azhar Institutes’ students as an effective and func-
tional part of the English Language Syllabus to deal with 
��� 	����� �������� ���}	������ ��������	� ��� 
�������=���
Islamic studies that formulate the thinking of Al-Azhar 
Institutes’ students. Eventually, Allah (Glory be to Him) 
willed these Islamic Selections to come true and destined 
the true scholar His Eminence the Grand Imam Sheikh 
Dr.Muhammad Sayyid Tantawi Sheikh of Al-Azhar to 
give the start signal to write these Islamic Selections and 

������������������
���������
����������������������

Praising and thanking Allah (Glory be to Him) for the 

����

� ��� ��
� ���������� ����������� <��� <���� �����
(Allah Willing) to greater ones, we ask Him to bountifully 
reward all who have undertaken it or participated in it.

Allah is He Who guides on the right path.
And praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. 

Authors
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�������	
�������������

most Merciful
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